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I.  BACKGROUND
{1}The strength of a patent as a legal instrument to protect an invention rests primarily on the drafting quality
of its claims.  The claims of a patent recite the invention "that is deemed by [the] applicant to be operable and
patentable."[1]  Furthermore, the claims define the legal metes and bounds of an invention so that a patent
owner can prevent others from making, using, and selling[2] a patented product in the United States for a
period of twenty years from the filing of the patent application.[3]  The Supreme Court has long held that a
patent's claim, more so than any other aspect of the patent, bears the distinction of being the sole measure of
the grant of the patent.[4]
{2}In a typical suit claiming infringement of a patent, the trial court undertakes a two-step analysis.  First, the
patent claims at issue must be properly construed, and second, the claims must be compared to the allegedly
infringing device.[5]  Since a particular claim construction is often outcome determinative in an action for
infringement, the stakes for the claim construction are very high for both the patent owner and the accused
infringer.  Patent claims, however, are made up of simple words, and the nature of language can render words
and corresponding patent claims ambiguous and open to competing interpretations.  Often attorneys for the
patent owner will try to convince the court that their interpretation of the claims at issue is correct, while
another team of attorneys for the accused infringer will attempt to impress a contrary construction upon the
court.
{3}Prior to Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc.,[6] Federal Circuit opinions were incongruous as to
whether claim interpretation was a factual, legal, or mixed question of fact and law.[7]  In Markman v.
Westview Instruments, Inc.,[8] the Supreme Court laid to rest the issue of whether claim interpretation is a
question of fact to be decided by the jury or a question of law for the court.  Prior to the Supreme Court's
decision, a divided Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit held, en banc, that claim construction is a
question of law to be decided by a judge.[9]  To support its reasoning, the Federal Circuit stated that it is a
fundamental principle of American law that "the construction of a written evidence is exclusively with the
court."[10]  Furthermore, the Federal Circuit reasoned that since a patent is essentially a government grant of
legal rights to the patentee, the judge must define those legal rights on behalf of the government.[11]  Public
policy considerations also motivated the Federal Circuit's decision. The court reasoned that judges, rather
than lay jurors, are superior appraisers in determining the scope of patent rights because of the serious
consequences resulting from infringement.[12]  In addition, consistency motivated the Federal Circuit to
support a rule that makes claim construction the province of the judge.[13]
{4}The Supreme Court affirmed the Federal Circuit's decision, unanimously holding that patent claim
construction is a question of law for the court to resolve and not subject to the Seventh Amendment right to a
jury trial.[14]  The Court acknowledged that claim construction "falls somewhere between a pristine legal
standard and a simple historical fact."[15]  Therefore, the Court turned to functional considerations and
concluded that "judges, not juries, are the better suited to find the acquired meaning of patent terms."[16] 
Additionally, the Court observed that requiring judges to construe patent claims would result in greater
consistency and "uniformity in the treatment of a given patent."[17]  Notably, the Supreme Court did not
address the question of the proper standard of review to be applied by an appellate court considering the issue
of claim construction.
{5}Two years later, the Federal Circuit directly addressed the proper standard of review for claim
construction.  In Cybor Corp. v. FAS Technologies, Inc., the Federal Circuit reaffirmed earlier holdings that
claim construction is entirely a matter of law and is subject to de novo review on appeal.[18]  De novo review
means that "[o]n appeal the Federal Circuit is required to construe the claim . . . without deference to the trial
court."[19]  Therefore, on appeal, a successful party must undertake the arduous task of re-litigating the
proper construction of the patent claims.
{6}Since Markman I, the Federal Circuit has attempted to delineate the proper analysis to be employed to
interpret patent claims.[20]  In Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic,[21] the Federal Circuit limited references to
extrinsic evidence (such as technical treatises, prior art, dictionaries, and expert testimony), to occasions
when the claims remain ambiguous after all intrinsic evidence (such as the claim language, the specification,
[22] and the patent's prosecution history)[23], has been considered.[24]
{7}While it is clear that intrinsic evidence should be primarily used in construing patent claims, district
courts have been left to resolve the vexing question of precisely how to analyze and apply intrinsic evidence
in the claim construction process, and the equally troublesome issue of when reference to extrinsic evidence
is permissible.  Virtually every Federal Circuit decision since Markman I presents the opportunity for
practitioners and trial courts to learn how that court resolves complex claim construction issues.
II.  Recent Federal Circuit Decisions
A.  Pitney Bowes, Inc. v. Hewlett-Packard Co.
{8}The Federal Circuit finds the preambles of patent claims to be highly persuasive, details the proper
weight to be given to parts of the intrinsic record, and sends a modified directive to the district courts
regarding the use of extrinsic evidence.
{9}In Pitney Bowes, Inc. v. Hewlett-Packard Co.,[25] the Federal Circuit vacated and remanded the district
court's summary judgment of noninfringement in favor of the defendant based on improper claim
construction.[26]  Pitney Bowes ("Pitney") is the assignee of United States patent 4,386,272 ("'272"), entitled
"Apparatus and Method for Generating Images by Producing Light Spots of Different Sizes," which is
directed towards the technology of laser printing.[27]  Laser printers operate by directing laser light onto a
photoreceptor, which is essentially the surface of a drum covered with an electrical charge.[28]  During
printing, a beam of light strikes the surface of the drum and dissipates a small area of charge.[29]  This
discharged area then attracts charged toner, which is transferred from the drum to the paper. Hence, every
image is made up of thousands of small dots of toner particles.[30]  Because of the use of similarly sized
toner dots, the edges of certain characters can have an uneven appearance.[31]  The '272 patent is meant to
solve the computer printing problem of "jaggies"–the uneven appearance of the edges of certain printing
characters–by disclosing a method to vary the size of the toner dots.[32]
{10}The '272 patent involves attaching an intensity modulator to the light source.[33]  The intensity of the
light in turn affects the number of electrons displaced on the photoreceptor.[34]  Depending on the number of
electrons displaced, the size of the exposed area generated on the photoreceptor will vary and, thus, the size
of the toner dot ultimately produced will also vary.[35]
{11}Hewlett Packard ("HP") manufactures printers, which use essentially the same light scanning system as
the Pitney printers.  HP's printers, however, do not adjust the intensity of the light beam, but rather, modify
the pulse-width of the light beam, the length of time that the light beam is in contact with the surface of the
photoreceptor.[36]  By varying the length of time that the beam of light remains in contact with the
photoreceptor, HP's method, likewise, varies the size of the exposed area generated on the photoreceptor, also
varying the size of the toner dot ultimately produced.  In 1995, Pitney sued HP, charging that HP's laser
printers infringed claims 1, 2, and 3 of its '272 patent.[37]  The dispute centered on the meaning of the claim
limitation "spots of different sizes."[38]  HP contended that "spots" meant spots of light generated on the
photoreceptor, while Pitney argued that "spots" meant spots of discharged area on the photoreceptor that
result from contact with the light beam.[39]  Upon examining the specification and the prosecution history,
the district court adopted HP's argument and granted HP's motion for summary judgment of non-
infringement.[40]
{12}The first three claims of the '272 patent were the only claims at issue on appeal.  Claim 1 of the '272
patent recited:
A method of producing on a photoreceptor an image of generated shapes made up of spots,
comprising: directing a plurality of beams towards a photoreceptor, each beam of light
generating a spot on the photoreceptor and controlling a parameter of the light beams to produce
spots of different sizes whereby the appearance of smoothed edges are given to the generated
shapes.[41]
{13}Claim 2 recited in part: "The method of claim 1 wherein the parameter controlled is . . . intensity."[42] 
Claim 3 recited in part: "Apparatus for producing on a photoreceptor an image of generated shapes made up
of spots, comprising: ... generating spots of different sizes whereby the appearance of smoothed edges are
given to the generated shapes."[43]  In construing the claims de novo, the Federal Circuit analyzed the claim
language, the specification, and the prosecution history.  Starting, as it always does, with the claim language,
the court looked to the language of the preambles of Claims 1 and 3.[44]  Noting that Claims 1 and 3 contain
a preamble stating claims of either a method or apparatus for "producing on a photoreceptor an image of
generated shapes made up of spots," the court concluded that the disputed term "spots" must be the
constituent parts that comprise the image of the desired character on the photoreceptor.[45]  The court
reasoned that the spots of light generated by the light beam could not be the "spots" referred to in the
preamble because spots of light are transient and do not by themselves form an image of the desired
character.[46]  Rather, as the court observed, the spots of discharged area created by the light beam, "last long
enough to combine to form images of characters and they produce those images 'on the photoreceptor.'"[47] 
Thus, the court found the language of the preamble compelling and that the interpretation of the claim phrase
"spots of different sizes" referred to the spots of discharged area on the photoreceptor as Pitney had
contended, and not the light spots generated by the light beam as HP had argued.[48]
{14}Perhaps sensing that it might be criticized for basing its construction on the preamble language of the
claims, the Federal Circuit defended its reliance on the preambles:
If the claim preamble, when read in the context of the entire claim, recites limitations of the
claim, or, if the claim preamble is "necessary to give life, meaning, and vitality" to the claim,
then the claim preamble should be construed as if in the balance of the claim.[49]
{15}The court declared that when the body of the claim fully delineates the complete invention and its
limitations, and the preamble does not define any of the limitations, "but rather merely states ... the purpose or
intended use of the invention, then the preamble is of no significance to claim construction."[50]
{16}Here, according to the court, the preamble states more than the mere intended use or field of the
invention.  Rather, the preamble "statement is intimately meshed with the ensuing ... claim."[51]  The court
observed that both independent Claims 1 and 3 conclude with the clause "whereby the appearance of
smoothed edges are given to the generated shapes."[52]  Due to the fact that this is the first occurrence in the
claim language of the phrase "generated shapes," the court reasoned that the phrase could only "be
understood in the context of the preamble."[53]  Undoubtedly, the court also realized that, without reference
to the preamble statement, no antecedent basis would exist for the phrase "the generated shapes" in the
concluding clauses of the body of the claims.[54]  In addition, the court noted that the term "spots" is initially
recited in the preamble to refer to the constituent parts of the image of generated shapes produced on the
photoreceptor.[55]  Moreover, "that the claim term 'spots' refers to the components that together make up the
images of generated shapes on the photoreceptor is only discernible from the claim preamble."[56]  In
instructive language to trial courts, the Federal Circuit stated that "[i]n such a case, it is essential that the
court charged with claim construction construe the preamble and the remainder of the claim ... as one unified
and internally consistent recitation of the claimed invention."[57]  The court then construed the remainder of
the claim text in a manner consistent with the preamble, and concluded that the "spots of different sizes" (in
the body of the claim) make up "the generated shapes."[58]  Again, the court reasoned that the transient spots
of light created by the light beam do not constitute "the generated shapes" but, rather, the spots of light cause
the dissipation of charge on the photoreceptor creating "spots" of discharged area, which make up "the
generated shapes."[59]
{17}The Federal Circuit also addressed the district court's heavy reliance on the written description of the
'272 patent.  The court faulted the district court for placing undue reliance on the fact that the written
description used the term "spot" forty-four times, forty-two of which referred to spots of light generated by
the light beam, not to spots of discharged area on the photoreceptor.[60]  Since inventors are instructed to use
words in the claims in the same way as in the specification, the district court reasoned that, in view of the
description, the term "spot" in the claims also means a spot of light.[61]  The Federal Circuit agreed with the
district court's "logic," noting that "the same word appearing in the same claim should be interpreted
consistently."[62]  The court, however, noted that its precedent also recognizes that a patent's written
description may disclose more than one definition of a claim term.[63]  Analyzing the written description, the
court found that the description uses the term "spot" in noticeably different ways.[64]  The court observed
that the portion of the written description which uses the term "spot" to refer to a spot of discharged area on
the photoreceptor occurs towards the end of the description, while the earlier parts of the description use the
term "spot" to refer to a spot in the sense of a moving spot.[65]  The court reasoned that since a spot of
discharged area on the photoreceptor cannot be a moving spot, the earlier usage of the term "spot" refers to a
spot of light.[66]  And since the usage of the term "spot" in the latter portion of the description is in the
context of the "spot size" used "to avoid roughed edges," this different usage of the term "spot size" refers to
the spots that make up the printed characters.
{18}Proclaiming a significant rule, the court stated that "where the language of the written description is
sufficient to put a reader on notice of different uses of a term ... it is appropriate to depart from the normal
rule of construing seemingly identical terms in the same manner." [67]  Accordingly, the court held that the
meaning of the term "spot size" as used in the latter part of the description refers to the spot of discharged
area on the photoreceptor. [68]
{19}The district court was also persuaded by the Examiner's addition of the modifier "light" to the patent title
during prosecution.  The Federal Circuit faulted the district court for attaching too much weight to the patent
title and its amendment. [69]  The court acknowledged that Section 606.01 of the Manual of Patent
Examining Procedure provides that an Examiner may require a change in the patent title if the Examiner
determines that the title is not sufficiently descriptive of the invention. [70]  The court, however, noted that
"the purpose of the patent title is not to demarcate the precise boundaries of the claimed invention but rather
to provide a useful reference ... for future classification purposes." [71]  The court noted the scarcity of case
law in which the patent title was used to aid in claim construction and reiterated the irrelevancy of the patent
title to issues of claim construction. [72]  "Consequently, an amendment of the patent title during prosecution
should not be regarded as having the same or similar effect as an amendment of the claims themselves by the
applicant."[73]  Therefore, the court stated that it was error for the district court to place heavy reliance on the
amendment of the title.[74]
{20}Lastly, on appeal, Pitney argued that the district court erroneously relied on extrinsic evidence to
contradict the clear meaning of the term "spots" that was apparent from the intrinsic evidence.[75]  In a very
significant part of its discussion, the Federal Circuit seemingly went out of its way to address the propriety of
the district court's use of expert testimony for purposes of its claim interpretation analysis. The court took this
opportunity to clarify its prior Vitronics[76] decision.[77]  "Vitronics does not prohibit courts from examining
extrinsic evidence, even when the patent document is itself clear.  Moreover, Vitronics does not set forth any
rules regarding the admissibility of expert testimony into evidence."[78]  Rather, the court held that Vitronics
"merely warned courts not to rely on extrinsic evidence in claim construction to contradict the meaning of
claims discernible from ... the intrinsic evidence." [79]
{21}The Federal Circuit noted that the use of expert testimony could be helpful in explaining an invention.
[80]  Drawing a distinction between expert testimony and extrinsic evidence used solely to assist a court to
understand the underlying technology, and other extrinsic evidence on the proper construction of a disputed
claim term, the court stated that the latter "may only be relied upon if the patent documents … are insufficient
to enable the [trial] court to construe disputed claim terms."[81]  The court acknowledged that in addition to
interpreting the strictly legal aspects of the patent document, a task the court stated that judges are well
equipped to do, the judge must also interpret the technical aspects of the patent from the perspective of "one
skilled in the art."[82]  Accordingly, the court observed that, while the patent file is most often sufficient to
allow a judge to decipher the underlying technical aspects of the patent, the judge may nonetheless
appropriately consult extrinsic evidence "to ensure that [the judge's] understanding of the technical aspects of
the patent is not entirely at variance with the understanding of one skilled in the art."[83]  Here, the Federal
Circuit was satisfied that the extrinsic evidence of the "common convention"[84] was not relied upon by the
district court to contradict the meaning of the claims apparent from the intrinsic evidence.[85]
{22}Judge Rader joined by Judge Plager offered additional views on this issue of expert testimony in claim
construction.  "Vitronics offers good counsel when it urges trial judges to focus on the patent document ... to
ascertain the scope of patent coverage.  This court, however, should refrain from dictating a claim
interpretation that excludes reliable expert testimony."[86]  Judge Rader noted that the use of expert
testimony will often benefit claim interpretation at the trial level because it can: (1) provide a proper technical
context for the judge to understand the claims; (2) explain the import of claim terms as understood by one
skilled in the art; and (3) help the trial judge understand the patent prosecution process, which is not familiar
to most trial courts.[87]
B. Elkay Mfg. Co. v. Ebco Mfg. Co.
{23}The Federal Circuit held that the article "a" can mean more than one, and that the prosecution history of
an earlier related patent applies to the construction of a subsequent patent.
{24}In Elkay Manuf. Co. v. Ebco Manuf. Co.,[88] the Federal Circuit was called upon to analyze intrinsic
evidence and prosecution history to interpret a disputed claim.  Once again, the Federal Circuit held that
improper claim construction led the district court to err in finding infringement.[89]
{25}Elkay Manufacturing Company ("Elkay") owns United States patent 5,222,531 ("'531") and United
States patent 5,289,855 ("'855") on "no-spill" adapters for bottled water coolers.  The adapters facilitate the
insertion of water jugs into coolers with their caps still attached, thereby eliminating possible contamination
or spilling when the bottle is inserted into the cooler.[90]  Ebco Manufacturing Company ("Ebco")
manufactures the competing WaterGuard no spill adapter.  The Ebco device comprises two concentric tubes
designed such that water flows down from the jug into the cooler and air flows up into the bottle through the
annular between the two tubes.[91]  Elkay sued Ebco, asserting that the Ebco device infringed claims 1 and 7
of the '531 patent and claim 1 of the '855 patent.[92]  The district court concluded that the Ebco device
embodied the patent limitations in both the '531 and '855 patents through its use of concentric feed tubes and,
therefore, infringed both literally and under the doctrine of equivalents.  On appeal, the Federal Circuit
reversed the district court's judgment of infringement based on an improper claim construction.[93]
{26}Commencing its analysis with the actual words of the claim, [94] the Federal Circuit first noted that
claim 1 of the '531 patent includes the limitation: "an upstanding feed tube ... to provide a hygienic flow path
for delivering liquid from ... and for admitting air ... into said container."[95]  In addition, claim 7 of the '531
patent includes the limitation: "an elongated feed tube ... for admitting air into and dispensing drinking water
... from within said  ... container."[96]  Lastly, claim 1 of the '855 patent includes the limitation "an
upstanding feed probe ... to provide a hygienic flow path for delivering liquid from ... and for admitting air ...
into said container."[97]  The Federal Circuit initially focused on the limitation in claim 1 of the '531 patent.
[98]  Interpreting the limitation in claim 1 of the '531 patent, the district court concluded that, although the
claim language used the article "an," the claim did not preclude a separation of the water and air flows as in
the Ebco device.[99]  The district court also found that Elkay's claim language did not require the intermixing
of air and water within one feed tube.[100]  Based on this interpretation, the district court concluded that
Ebco's WaterGuard adapters embodied Elkay's claim limitations.
{27}On appeal, Ebco challenged the district court's claim construction.  Ebco argued that the normal and
accepted meaning of the articles "a" and "an" in the claim limitations must result in a construction describing
one single feed tube corresponding to a single flow path for both water and air.  The Federal Circuit rejected
Ebco's argument.  "While the article 'a' or 'an' may suggest 'one,' our cases emphasize that 'a' or 'an' can mean
'one' or 'more than one,' depending on the context in which the article is used."[101]  The court agreed that,
when the articles "a" and "an" are used in connection with "feed tube" and "flow path," the language suggests
one single flow tube corresponding to one single flow path for both liquid and air.[102]  The court, however,
observed that the asserted claims use the open term "comprising" in their transition phrases.  Accordingly, the
court summarily concluded that the disputed limitation in claim 1 was not limited to a single feed tube and a
single flow path for both air and water.  Notably, unlike it has done in similar cases, the court did not look to
the specification for guidance as to whether the patentee intended the article "a" to have other than its
ordinary accepted singular meaning.[103]  Moreover, by the court's own concession,[104] the written
description militates strongly against a finding that Elkay sought to have the article "a" carry other than its
ordinary singular meaning.  The Federal Circuits' holding in this regard, suggests that so long as the
transitional term "comprising" appears anywhere in the claim language, a competitor cannot safely assume
that the article "a" or "an" describes a single item or element.
{28}Ebco also maintained that the written description of the '531 patent shows that the feed tube in the '531
patent must have a single flow path for air and water.  The Federal Circuit acknowledged that the description
makes numerous references to "a feed tube" and "the feed tube."[105]  Furthermore, the court observed that
the figures in the description showed a single feed tube with a single flow path, and that the description does
not disclose a no-spill adapter incorporating separate flow paths.[106]  The court noted, however, that the
written description states that it describes a preferred embodiment of the invention.  Rejecting Ebco's
argument, the court stated that "[t]he general rule, of course, is that the claims of a patent are not limited to
the preferred embodiment, unless by their own language."[107]  Since the language of claims 1 and 7 did not
explicitly state that they were so limited, the court refused to hold that the claims were limited solely to the
preferred embodiment disclosed in the written description.[108]
{29}Next, the Federal Circuit focused its attention on the prosecution history.  Reiterating the importance of
analyzing the prosecution history when a court undertakes to interpret patent claims, the court stated that "
[t]he prosecution history gives insight into what the applicant originally claimed as the invention, and often
what the applicant gave up in order to meet the Examiner's objections."[109]  The court noted an earlier
Patent Office action, where the Examiner rejected earlier versions of claims 1 and 7 of the '531 patent for
obviousness.[110]  In that action, the Examiner rejected the claims based on the Krug patent in view of the
Savage patent.[111] In a response to the Examiner's rejection, Elkay distinguished Krug:
Krug has no reservoir open at its upper end as recited in the preamble of [the claims] and, more
importantly therefore, cannot possibly teach or suggest ... a flow path or "fluid passage means"
for delivering liquid from said ... container into said reservoir ... and for admitting air from said
reservoir ... into said container as recited in the body of each of applicants' ... claims ..." [112]
{30}The Federal Circuit reasoned that because the Krug patent teaches the utilization of a liquid tube and a
separate air tube, Elkay's response to the Examiner's rejection gave up a construction of its claim language
that would encompass the employment of separate tubes.[113]  During the appeal, Elkay argued that its
response to the Examiner's rejection did not amend the claim language regarding the feed tube structure and,
in any event, its response was focused on the lack of a reservoir in the Krug patent and Savage patent.[114] 
Notably, Elkay's response to the Examiner's rejection did not mention Krug's preferred embodiment in which
the air feed tube is contained within the liquid feed tube.  The absence of Krug's separate feed tubes
embodiment from Elkay's response detracts from the conclusiveness of the Federal Circuit's finding that
Elkay disavowed an interpretation of separate feed tubes in its claim limitation of "a flow path ..." 
Nonetheless, the court rejected Elkay's argument and stated that "[a]rguments made during the prosecution of
a patent application are given the same weight as claim amendments …[115]  [I]t is the totality of the
prosecution history that must be assessed, not the individual segments of the presentation made to the [Patent
Office]."[116]  Therefore, the court concluded that it is irrelevant whether Elkay gave up a potential claim
interpretation encompassing separate paths in an amendment or in an argument to overcome an objection by
the Examiner based on the prior art reference.[117]
{31}As to Elkay's argument that its statement distinguishing Krug was insignificant, the Federal Circuit
looked to the Examiner's response to Elkay's statement.[118]  In the Examiner's Statement of Reasons for
Allowance, the Examiner stated that claim 7 of the '531 patent was being allowed because the claim
described a single feed tube with a single flow path for both air and liquid:
In regard to [claim 7], the prior art of record does not teach a container support with a removable
mounting means and feed tube as claimed wherein the feed tube has a passage means which both
dispenses liquid from the container into the reservoir and admits air from the reservoir into the
container. . . .  [Liquid] feed tube 13 [in the Krug patent] does not provide a means for admitting
air.  Note that Krug provides a separate conduit for exterior air 27/34 in order to relieve the
vacuum in [the Krug] container..."[119]
{32}In contrast to Elkay's statement distinguishing Krug, the Examiner's response, allowing the claim,
focused on Krug's use of separate flow paths as the distinguishing feature.  As the court observed, however,
Elkay did not respond to the Examiner's allowance.[120]  The court did not elaborate on how Elkay's silence
affected its analysis.  Presumably, the court reasoned that Elkay's silence evinced Elkay's acquiescence with
the Examiner's remarks and, thus, Elkay's acknowledgment that the critical distinguishing feature overcoming
a rejection based on obviousness was Krug's use of separate flow paths and Elkay's use of a single flow path.
{33}The court, therefore, concluded that during the prosecution history "Elkay disavowed a potential
interpretation of the feed tube limitations in claims 1 and 7 of the '531 patent that would include separate feed
tubes or flow paths for liquid and air." [121]  Accordingly, the Federal Circuit narrowly interpreted the "feed
tube" limitation in claims 1 and 7 to refer to a "single feed tube with a single flow path for both liquid and
air."[122]
{34}The court then turned its attention to the '855 patent.  The court noted that the relevant portion of the
disputed limitation in claim 1 of the '855 patent is identical to the disputed limitation in claim 1 of the '531
patent with the sole exception that the "feed tube" in the '531 patent is described as a "feed probe" in the '855
patent.[123]  The court, however, dismissed this distinction.[124] Earlier in its opinion, the court outlined the
application history of the '531 patent and the '855 patent.[125]  The '531 and '855 patents stemmed from the
same genus.[126]  The '531 patent issued from application number 898,570, which was filed as a continuation
application of an earlier application, number 684,642.[127]  The '855 patent issued from application number
58,639, which had been filed as a separate continuation application of the 684,642 application after the '531
patent issued.[128]  The court stated that "[w]hen multiple patents derive from the same initial application,
the prosecution history regarding a claim limitation in any patent that has issued applies with equal force to
subsequently issued patents that contain the same claim limitation."[129]  The court noted that application of
this rule in the present case was especially compelling because Elkay affirmatively linked the meaning of
claim 1 in the '855 patent as patterned on claims 1, 3 and 5 of the '531 patent.[130]  The court concluded that
Elkay's statement during its prosecution of the '855 patent "put competitors on clear notice of that linkage and
because the '531 and '855 patents stem from the same genus, it is proper to consider the prosecution history of
claim 1 of the '855 patent to be an amalgam of the prosecution histories of both patents."[131]  Applying this
expansive intrinsic record, the court reached the same conclusion regarding the "feed probe" limitation in the
'855 patent as it did with respect to the "feed tube" limitation in the '531 patent.[132]
C. Micro Chemical, Inc. v. Great Plains Chemical Co.
{35}The Federal Circuit holds that means-plus-function claims were wrongly narrowed by the preferred
embodiment and prosecution history.
{36}In a recent decision, the Federal Circuit was presented with the issue of interpreting means-plus-function
claims[133] under the framework of § 112 of the Patent Code concerning patent specifications.[134]  In
Micro Chemical, Inc. v. Great Plains Chemical Co.,[135] the Federal Circuit held that the district court
improperly limited means-plus-function claims for dispensing additives into livestock feed to the method
described in the patent's preferred embodiment, which is disclosed in the specification.
{37}Micro Chemical Inc. ("Micro Chemical") owns United States patent 4,733,971 ("'971") relating to
devices and methods for dispensing the proper amount of additives into livestock feed.[136]  The '971 patent
discloses machines and methods for weighing, dispensing and delivering microingredients such as vitamins
and medicine into livestock feed.  The '971 patent's preferred embodiment employs the "cumulative weigh"
method which uses a compartmented hopper to weigh the additives before dispensing them into a liquid to be
delivered to the livestock.[137]  In the preferred embodiment, a first storage bin is used to dispense an
additive into a hopper compartment.  Then, each storage bin, in turn, pours its additive into a separate hopper
compartment.  A load cell measures the cumulative weight of the hopper and its contents.  In turn, a central
processing unit uses the cumulative weight measurements from the load cell to regulate the amount of each
microingredient added.  This process continues until each chamber of the hopper contains the precise amount
of different additive.[138]
{38}Lextron, Inc. ("Lextron" and formerly Great Plains Chemical Co.) also makes and sells microingredient
feed additive systems.[139]  Originally, Lextron manufactured machines, which used a cumulative weigh
method similar to the preferred embodiment in the '971 patent.[140]  After issuance of the '971 patent,
Lextron adapted its machines to employ the "weigh dump" method.[141]  The weigh dump method calls for
dumping each additive one at a time directly into the liquid.[142]  In 1995, Micro Chemical sued Lextron for
direct infringement.[143]  Following an appeal by Micro Chemical to the Federal Circuit and a remand back
to the district for trial, the district court concluded that Micro Chemical disavowed any coverage of the
"weigh dump" method and, therefore, Lextron did not infringe Micro Chemical's '971 patent.[144]
{39}On appeal, the major dispute centered on the trial court's claim construction.  Two disputed limitations
consisted of the "weighing means" element in apparatus claim 74, and a similar limitation element in
apparatus claim 91.[145]  Apparatus claim 74 recites in part "weighing means for determining the weights of
selected additives dispensed by said dispensing means from said storage means."[146]  Apparatus claim 91
recites in part "weighing means on said support frame means for weighing predetermined weights of said
different additive concentrates dispensed into said multiple hopper container means by said dispensing
means."[147]  Initially, the Federal Circuit set out to determine whether apparatus claims 74 and 91 contained
limitations invoking application of 35 U.S.C. §112, ¶6.  The court instructed that "[i]f the word 'means'
appears in a claim element in association with a function, this court presumes that 35 U.S.C. §112, ¶6
applies."[148]  "[I]f the claim itself[, however,] recites sufficient structure, material, or acts to perform the
claimed function," this presumption collapses.[149]   The court noted that the disputed "weighing means"
claim elements in both claim 74 and claim 91 use means-plus-function terminology and, therefore, concluded
that 35 U.S.C. §112, ¶6 applies.[150]  The court also reasoned that since neither claim recites structure
adequate to perform the recited function, the presumption was unrebutted.[151]
{40}After determining that §112, ¶6 treatment applies, the court set out to identify the structure in the
specification that performs the recited function.[152]  The court, however, admonished that "[t]he statute does
not permit limitation of a means-plus-function claim by adopting a function different from that explicitly
recited in the claim.  Nor does the statute permit incorporation of structure from the written description
beyond that necessary to perform the claimed function."[153]  Setting out to determine the function, the court
reiterated that the function of a means-plus-function element is signaled by the preposition "for."[154] 
Apparatus claims 74 and 91 each recite a "weighing means ... for" performing a function.[155]  Accordingly,
the court looked to the language immediately following the preposition "for" in claims 74[156] and 91[157]
and concluded that the properly identified functions are "determining the weights of selected additives," and
"weighing predetermined weights of said different additive concentrates" respectively.[158]  Upon
concluding that the claim language specifies the function as "simply weighing the microingredient,"[159] the
Federal Circuit criticized the district court for narrowing that function to "sequential and cumulative
weighing."[160]  The court noted that because the district court adopted a narrow function for the "weighing
means" it incorrectly confined its search for the corresponding structure in the specification.[161]  In
cautionary language to trial courts, the Federal Circuit warned that "[a]n error in identification of the function
can improperly alter the identification of structure in the specification corresponding to that function."[162]
{41}Applying step two of the analysis, the court looked to the written description to identify the structure
corresponding to the claimed function.  Noting that the specification describes several structures
corresponding to the claimed function, the court held that "[w]hen multiple embodiments in the specification
correspond to the claimed function, proper application of §112, ¶6 ... reads the claim element to embrace each
of those embodiments."[163]  The court looked to the patent's summary of the invention[164] and found a
more general structure consisting of a "weight scale means supporting the weigh hopper or supporting the
storage means."[165]  The court stated that "[t]his more general structure [sufficiently] performs the recited
function of 'determining the weights' and 'weighing predetermined weights' of [additives]."[166] 
Accordingly, the court held that "weighing means" literally embraces this more general structure.[167]
{42}Micro Chemical also alleged that Lextron had infringed method claims 63, 93 and 94 of the '971 patent. 
The Federal Circuit held that these claims were infringed whether or not interpreted under the rubric of §112,
¶6.[168]  "Claim 63 is illustrative of the method claims," and recites: " '[a] method of dispensing and
delivering microingredient ... comprising the steps: ... dispensing predetermined weights of selected said
additive concentrates into a liquid carrier with no substantial intermixing of the additive concentrates before
they enter the liquid carrier.'"[169]  "Claim 94, however, contains a different disputed limitation: 'weighing
predetermined amounts of selected said additives, with no substantial intermixing of the selected additives
during the weighing process.'"[170]  The Federal Circuit faulted the district court for limiting the scope of
these method claims to the cumulative weigh method of the preferred embodiment.[171]  First, the Federal
Circuit assumed that the disputed method claim fell within the ambit of  §112, ¶6 and stated that under that
statute "this court looks to the specification for acts corresponding to the step-plus-function element which
are necessary to perform the recited function."[172]  Noting that the function of claim 63 followed the signal
"comprising the steps," the court looked for "all acts described in the specification for dispensing
microingredient quantities measured by weight."[173]  The court noted that the cumulative weigh method of
the preferred embodiment and another method in an alternative embodiment, as well as the "weigh dump"
method of the prior art were all described in the specification as sufficient methods or acts to accomplish the
desired function.[174]
{43}The Federal Circuit also held that even if §112, ¶6 did not apply, the claims were nonetheless literally
infringed.[175]  The court stated that "[c]laim treatment outside of the requirements of §112, ¶6 generally
gives the claims a broader scope."[176]  Since §112, ¶6 did not apply, the court reasoned that the meaning of
the method claim elements is not limited to specific acts described in the specification.  The court, therefore,
proceeded to construe the claim elements in a manner to be given "their ordinarily understood meanings in
the art."[177]  The court determined that the "weigh dump" method, used by the accused Lextron device,
satisfied the ordinarily understood meaning of the limitation elements of claim 63, 93 and 94.[178]
{44}Lastly, the Federal Circuit noted that, in narrowing the scope of the apparatus and method claims to
encompass only the cumulative weigh system of the preferred embodiment, the district court relied on the
patentee's statements about the Brewster device in the background section[179] and prosecution history of the
patent, as a "disavowal of the weigh dump method."[180]  The background section noted that the Brewster
system, which employed the "weigh dump" method, was less effective than the preferred embodiment in
performing the claimed function.[181]  In addition, the prosecution history described the Brewster system in
order to facilitate a comparison by the examiner.[182]  The Federal Circuit criticized the district court for
placing heavy reliance on these statements as a disavowal of the "weigh dump" method.  "[A]lthough the
applicant noted certain inefficiencies in the Brewster system, the patent never clearly disavows the weigh
dump method as being incapable of performing the claimed functions."[183]  The court observed that the
applicant of the '971 patent did not attribute the failure of the Brewster system to the "weigh dump" method
used by Brewster, but, rather to the particular Brewster design.[184]  In so holding, the Federal Circuit
cautioned trial courts to carefully distinguish statements directed to a particular prior art device from
statements directed to a general method employed by that device, in a patent's background section or
prosecution history.
III.  Conclusion/Future
{45}Having assumed direct control over claim construction, the Federal Circuit has, since Markman II,[185]
struggled to refine the rules that trial courts must apply in the process of claim construction.  The decisions
illustrated in this Note are necessarily tailored to the vagaries of the specific claims in dispute.  Despite the
different nature of the cases, a pattern emerges in the Federal Circuit's claim construction jurisprudence.
{46}The court has somewhat relaxed the prohibition on the use of extrinsic evidence.  It remains to be seen
whether a trial court, concededly at a disadvantage in understanding complex technical terms, will be capable
of receiving evidence to help it understand the underlying technology and concomitantly not allow the same
extrinsic evidence to influence its interpretation of the claims.  Despite the Federal Circuit's clarification
regarding the use of extrinsic evidence, the cases illustrated in this Note demonstrate that the court remains
firm in the view that claim construction begins with the language of the claim and with reference to the
specification and prosecution history whenever practicable.  The court also reminded the district courts and
the intellectual property bar to analyze carefully the specification, while cautioning that the specification will
not limit the express language of the claims if that language does not call for such limitation.
{47}In addition, the Federal Circuit may be broadening the scope of the prosecution history of a given
patent.  Accordingly, patent prosecutors and litigators must not only cautiously draft their statements to the
Patent Office, but also must carefully scrutinize correspondence from the Patent Office.  Moreover, patent
prosecutors and litigators must determine whether the prosecution history of earlier related patents might
attach to subsequent patents.  The past year also revealed increasing attention by the Federal Circuit to
means-plus-function form, and the court set strict rules for courts to determine when a claim falls within the
special construction rules of mean-plus-function claims.
{48}Patent infringement suits often turn on the particular construction given to the claims.  Therefore, as the
Federal Circuit continues to clarify and refine the law of claim construction, patent owners and those seeking
to evaluate the scope of a patent must be vigilant in keeping apprised of post-Markman Federal Circuit case
law.
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